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Abstract. The majority of the present knowledge of the three-dimensional kinematic behavior of skeletal 
joints has been acquired in studies employing cadaveric models using invasive procedures. In the wrist, the 
small size and complex motion of the carpal bones present a difficult challenge for an invasive kinematic 
analysis or external marker system. This paper describes an approach to quantify the three-dimensional 
kinematics of the wrist and carpal bones in vivo, using non-invasive computed tomographic (CT) imaging. 
The applications of this method include quantification of normal wrist motion, analysis of pathomechanics, 
and evaluation of surgical intervention~ The approach is also applicable to other joints and imaging 
modalities. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Kinematic analysis has been widely used to study normal joints, and the effects of pathology, acute trauma, 
and reconstructive procedures on joint motion. Most of the studies on human joints have been performed in 
cadaveric specimens. Previous in vivo joint motion studies have been limited to a two-dimensional kinematic 
analysis with plane radiography or to invasive procedures such as transcutaneous bone pins 7 or implantable bone 
markers s. Such invasive procedures are not well accepted by volunteers and the utility of bone pins is further 
compromised by mechanical impingement and tethering of soft tissues. The advantages of analyzing joint motion in 
vivo include the incorporation of true muscular forces, which are either neglected or simulated in cadaveric studies, 
and the ability to evaluate the long term effects of healing and surgical intervention. Recently, researchers have 
successfully measured the three-dimensional in vivo kinematics of the long bones of the knee joint using non- 
invasive techniques t. Due to the complexity, shape and small size of the carpal bones, the existing techniques for 
measuring three-dimensional kinematics are not applicable to the wrist. 

Our aim was to develop a noninvasive method to measure 3D in vivo motion of the carpal bones. The 
purpose of this paper is to briefly present our approach and interactive computer method for quantification and 
visualization of complex 3D in vivo kinematics. This method may be used to evaluate surgical treatments, study 
kinematics of joint replacement, generate quantified diagnostic information on aberrant kinematics, and provide 3D 
animation for professional and patient education. 

M E T H O D S  

For the purposes of illustrating the method, the in vivo kinematics of selected carpal bones were quantified 
in a single uninjured subject. The steps described in the method are image acquisition, segmentation of bone 
surfaces, kinematic analysis, and visualization. 
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hnage acquisition was performed while the left wrist was positioned in three different positions: radial 
deviation, neutral, and ulnar deviation. Volume images of  a 60 mm segment of  the wrist extending from the 
radioulnar metaphysis to the proximal metacarpals were acquired using a HiSpeed Advantage CT scanner (GE 
Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) and exposure parameters of g0 mA, 80 kVp and 1 second. Volume images were 
collected in axial format with voxel dimensions of 0.187 x 0.187 x 1 mm 3. The images were transferred to a Silicon 
Graphics workstation (Indigo 2 XZ, SGI, Mountain View, CA) on which all image processing was done using a 3D 
biomedical imaging software system (Analyze, Biomedical Imaging Resource, Rochester, MN). 

Segmentation was defined as the process of extracting bone contours and associating each contour with the 
individual carpal bones. Defining the outer surfaces of the eight carpal bones presents a challenging segmentation 
problem because of the narrow articular spaces and highly curved shapes. Segmentation was performed in several 
steps: thresholding, extraction, and association, The CT volumes were thresholded to emphasize the outer cortical 
shell. In each image slice, bone contour coordinates were extracted after each bone cross-section was closed and 
filled t~ This resulted in multiple contours for each cross-section, To associate each contour with its respective 
carpal bone, we developed an interactive approach using custom software (Open Inventor, C++, Silicon Graphics, 
Inc.; MATLAB, Mathworks, Natick, MA). The software generated 3D images of the contours and created an 
interactive handle at each contour's centroid. The interactive handles enabled the user to manipulate the view and 
manually associate each contour with its proper bone. Segmentation was completed by exporting the 3D surface 
coordinates for the contours of each bone. 

Kinematic analysis was performed under the assumption that each bone moved independently as a rigid body 
in 3D. The kinematic variables were calculated by registering the bone, described by its surface points obtained from 
segmentation, from one position to another position. Registering the bone's centroid and principal axes of inertia 
provided an initial estimate of the kinematic variables 3. Final registration and the resulting kinematic variabh'.s were 
obtained by minimizing the mean distance between the bone's surfaces using an algorithm developed by Pelizzari et 
al 9. The helical axis of motion (HAM) was chosen to uniquely describe the 3D kinematics with a rotation about and 
translation along an axis in space. The motions of each of the capitate, scaphoid, and lunate bones were calculated 
relative to the radius. 

Visualization of bone position and orientation was helpful to ensure successful reconstruction of the 
images. The segmented contours were rendered as solid bone cross-sections using specifically written code in C++ 
and Open Inventor. Better visualization and an improved estimate of the bone's true surface was obtained by 
generating a triangular surface mesh (B. Geiger, Nuages, INRIA, France). Animations using the kinematic data and 
reconstructed bones can also be created to provide dynamic viewing of the results. 

R E S U L T S  

The simple motion of wrist radial and ulnar deviation resulted in complex coupled motions of the. carpal 
bones that were visualized by rendering the bone surfaces. These renderings are three dimensional models that can be 
viewed from any orientation (Fig. 1). 

For the single subject in radial deviation, the motions of the scaphoid and lunate were notably distinct from 
those of the capitate (Fig. 2A). The helical rotation angle of the capitate (33.9") was nearly twice that of both the 
scaphoid (18.4") and lunate (14.7"). The helical translation of the capitate (0.7 ram) was similar to that of the 
scaphoid (0.6 ram), while there was no measurable helical translation of the lunate (<0.01 ram). Each helical axis 
passed through the proximal portion of the capitate. The orientation of the helical axis of the capitztte was 
approximately dorsal-ventral, while the helical axes of the scaphoid and lunate were roughly orthogonal in a medial- 
lateral orientation. These relative orientations of the helical axis demonstrate that the scaphoid and lunate exhibited 
coupled flexion as the capitate rotated with the wrist in radial deviation. 

In ulnar deviation, the motions of scaphoid and lunate were more similar to those of the capitate (Fig. 2B). 
The helical rotation of the capitate (25.9") was similar to both the scaphoid (25,2") and lunate (24.8"), In contrast to 
radial deviation, the helical translations of each carpal bone were notable and similar (each approximately 2.5 ram). 
While the helical axes passed through the proximal capitate, as in radial deviation, there was less of a diffe=~nce in 
their orientation. 

D I S C U S S I O N  

We have demonstrated a method to accurately and noninvasively measure 3D joint kinematics in vivo. The 
method was illustrated using CT volume images of a single wrist, however it can be applied to the stud,./ of all 
skeletal joints with any medical imaging modality from which 3D surfaces can be accurately segmented, Despite the 
small size, complex shape and motion patterns of the carpal bones, the present method was shown to be capable of 
tracking in vivo 3D motions. The motions reported here were similar to those reported previously using cadavexic 
specimens implanted with radio.opaque markers 6. A more detailed comparison can be accomplished once this 
methodology has been a applied to a larger number of subjects. 
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A detailed analysis of accuracy is an extensive study because of the numerous contributing factors such as 
bone size and shape, voxel size, image quality, scanning orientation, and the particular registration method. 
Accuracy varies for each bone within the same the wrist image because of differences in bone size and shape. A 
preliminary study of kinematic accuracy found that the HAM angle and translation errors were typically less than 0.6 
degrees and 0.5 mm, although the lunate errors were slightly larger 4. When the method is employed to study 
pathokinematics, the most crucial issue will become the level of accuracy required to detect clinically significant 
differences, and this will be determined in part by the specific clinical disease to be studied. Each of these factors 
requires further study. 

Application of segmentation techniques to medical imaging has developed rapidly and several investigators 
have developed protocols for use in studying the carpus 2" s. N. A detailed comparison of the efficacy of the various 
approaches to segmenting the bone surface is difficult because of the lack of a common data base, however, any 
segmentation method may be used with the kinematic analysis presented here. One limitation of our method is that 
the calculated kinematics are quasi-static; motion is calculated between two fixed positions. This limitation is not 
inherent in the method, hut is due to the time required to acquire multiple CT volume images. Decreasing the 
interval between fixed positions will improve the ability of this technique to simulate true motion, however 
radiation exposure will increase. Future advances in real time scanning techniques may eliminate this limitalion. 
While radiation exposure is always a concern, the recent generation CT scanner used in this study produced exposure 
levels for nine complete volume images that totaled well below governmental guidelines. 

The complexity and the number of wrist bones results in a voluminous amount of kinematic data. Our 
approach includes a method for visualizing these complex motions which should help in understanding joint 
kinematics and aid in research and educational applications. Future studies should also generate a database with 
which in vitro and computer models can be validated. The application of this 3D kinematic method to pathological 
conditions and to evaluation of surgical interventions may assist in diagnosis and treatment of complex disorders of 
the carpus. 
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Fig. I. Three-dimensional dorsal view of the left wrist of a healthy subject. The CT volume images were collected in ulnar 
deviation (left), neutral (middle) and radial deviation (right) of the wrist. The long axis of the capitate (C) follows wrist 
motion which is occurring in the plane of the paper. These renderings illustrate the complex 3D motion of the scaphoid (S) 
and lunate (L): in ulnar deviation the lunate and the scaphoid also extend (rotate out of the paper) and in radial deviation 
they also flex (rotate into the paper), relative to their neutral orientations. For reference and clarity the ulna (U) and radius 
(R) are labeled and the other bones have been darkened. 

Fig. 2. The location and orientation of the helical axes are rendered here for the motion of the scaphoid, lunate and 
capitate from the neutral position to radial deviation (A) and ulnar deviation (B) relative to the radius (palmer view). 


